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Webster, Finch looking
forward to life together
By Kristy D. Carter

kcarter@civitasmedia.com

Grayson Stroud from Ford of Clinton
gives Collynn and Josh the keys to test
drive a beautiful new Ford Mustang.

Collynn shows Josh just how
great she
would look in the Ford Mustan
g

213 Southeast Blvd. 910-592-FORD
www.fordofclinton.net

Collynn Webster and
Josh Finch are looking
forward to living out
their fairy tale romance.
Webster and Finch will
exchange vows on Sept.
24, at her home church,
Rowan Baptist, in front
of pews full of family and
friends.
Webster, who is the
daughter of Terrell and
Lynn Webster, grew up in
Clinton spending summer
days on her granddaddy’s
farm. She has one sister,
Zannah, who will serve as
her maid of honor in the
ceremony.
Finch, who is from
Johnston County, is the
son of Kelly Finch and
Rebecca Flowers. Childhood was a fun experience
for Finch, as he has an
identical twin brother, Jordan, and they spent a lot
of time trying to confuse
people (especially their
mother). Jordan will serve
as his brother’s best man.
From the beginning,
Webster said she knew
Finch was a kind and
gentle man.
“My mother ran into
a mutual friends of ours
who mentioned Josh and
said kind words about
him,” Webster said about
the couple’s meeting.
With the help of friends
and social media, the two
decided to meet for dinner — on a Wednesday
night at a Mexican restaurant — both enjoying
every minute of the conversation.
“We met for Mexican in
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From their first date at a Mexican restaurant, Collynn Webster and
Josh Finch say they knew they were meant for each other.

Smithfield and I enjoyed
ever minute talking with
her and getting to know
her,” Finch said about the
first date. “I had such a
strong feeling from the
beginning and I remember time creeping by as I
waited for the next date.
We have been together
ever since. Our relationship has felt with such
ease and complement that
it seems arranged from a
higher power.”
Webster says that Finch
made the engagement
very meaningful by asking

her to marry him in her
Papa Gus’s garden on the
family farm. They became
engaged on Aug. 12, 2015.
Growing up on the family
farm and spending much
of her summers helping in
the garden and fruit stand
Finch knew he had to
include Papa Gus’s garden
in some way.
“I had planned on having Gus find the ring
in the garden with me
behind him on a knee,
however he never got
See COUPLE | 3
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to play his role,” Finch
said. “We lost Gus on
July 4, 2015. He was
truly a great man and
was always so welcoming. He always joked
with me and told me to
keep coming back and I
would always reply with
‘I’m back’ every time I
revisited. That garden
and our engagement will
always be a very special
place and moment for
each of us.”
Webster graduated
from Harrells Christian
Academy and pursued
her degree at North
Carolina State University, where she graduated
with a bachelor of science degree, along with
early childhood develop-

Collynn Webster as a young
child.

Josh Finch as a young child.

ment classes at Meredith, and now works in
the family business, Kids
Only Preschool.
Finch earned his bachelor of fine arts degree
in Industrial Design and
Product Design from
Savannah College of Art
& Design and is now
the owner/broker of
Carolina Settings LLC, a
real estate company, and

owner/builder of South
Hound Construction.
Webster said she loves
a lot of things about
Finch, but most especially his love for her, his
motivation and outgoing
personality. Finch said he
sees Webster as a kind
person, but he loves her
faith the most.
Webster and Finch
enjoy spending their time

Collynn Webster and Josh Finch will be married Sept. 24 at Rowan Baptist Church.

together just relaxing.
“We try to make the
most of every minute,”
Finch said.

Following their wedding,
the two plan to honeymoon
in the Caribbean and live
in Johnston County.
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Reach Kristy D. Carter at 910-5928137, ext. 2588. Follow us on Twitter at
@SampsonInd. Like us on Facebook.

“Hometown Folks
You Can Trust”
Locally Owned &
Operated By
Frankie & Donna Owens

9:00-6:00 Monday-Friday • 9:00-4:00 Saturday

“Always the lowest prices guaranteed”
Visit our online gallery at www.owenshomefurnishings.com

Free Local Delivery

Tina Honrine, Deli/Bakery Manager,
and Carolyn Hawkins, Cake Decorator
show Josh and Collynn cake topper
options for their wedding.

Perishables Manager, Sharon Bass,
shows Josh and Collynn their options
on Piggly Wiggly’s Pick 5 program,
where you can pick 5 vegetables
for $14.99.
00756202

Located in Clinton & Roseboro
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Collynn Webster and Josh Finch delight in the China pattern they have chosen from Abbigail’s.

Ann Oliver of Ann’s Sew-N-Vac talks with Collynn Webster and Josh Finch about sewing machine options.

Kristy D. Carter|Sampson Independent

Clinton Appliance offers living room options for those couples like Collynn Webster and Josh Finch, who
are about to tie the knot.

Kristy D. Carter|Sampson Independent

Collynn Webster and Josh Finch look at kitchen appliances at Clinton Appliance.
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AFFORDABLE CATERING

Planning your wedding can be costly! Southern Style Barbecue & Fried Chicken
offers affordable catering for your rehearsal dinner and/or wedding reception.
Make your special day easier with our professional and courteous catering staff.

Barbecue & Fried Chicken
M-F 10:30-8
MLK338
Jr.South
Blvd.Blvd.
Sat. 10:30-6
HWYClinton
24 Bypass
592-6212
Kristy D. Carter|Sampson Independent

Collynn Webster and Josh Finch talk with a representative from ABC Express about insurance options.

Alfredo's Ristorante
Italiano
100 E Main St, Clinton, NC 28328

(910) 592-1657

Coffee Shop Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-10:30 AM
Restaurant Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11 AM - 9 PM
Kristy D. Carter|Sampson Independent

Tonya Parrish of Royal Gifts shows Collynn Webster and Josh Finch an example of dining room items a
new couple may need.

Banquet Space Available
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Collynn Webster and Josh Finch look over flooring samples at Edwards Carpet.
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Fantastic Sams loves pampering brides and brides-to-be. Collynn Webster and Josh Finch took time to
plan hair and makeup.

Making it easy for you for over 2 Decades!
Ann’s Sew ‘N Vac
has everything you need to start
Ann’s Sew ‘N Vac has everything you
your new life together, along
need to start your new life together,
with
wedding
gifts,
along withgreat
great
wedding
gifts,too!
too!

· Sewing
Machines
· Microwaves
• Sewing
Machines
• Microwaves
· TVs/VCRs
· Furniture
• TVs/VCRs
• Furniture
· Air Conditioners
· Appliances
• Air Conditioners • Appliances
· Home Stereos
· Supplies
• Home Stereos · Lawn
• Supplies
· Bedding
Mowers
• Bedding
• Lawn Mowers
· New
& Preowned
· Embroidery
Vacuums• New & Preowned
Machines Vacuums

Ann’s Sew
‘N Vac
592-8071


00825443

360 Faison Hwy Clinton, NC 28328
www.annssewnvac.com
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Bill Baggett shows Collynn Webster and Josh Finch wedding band options at Baggett’s Jewelry.

Kristy D. Carter|Sampson Independent

Piggly Wiggly Meat Manager Donnie Vann shows Collynn Webster and Josh Finch some of the steak cuts
available at the store.

Furnish Your New Life Together with
A. 45066 B. 45068 C. 45069 D. 45064 E. 45065 F.45067

2760 North 421 Hwy • Clinton, NC
(Old Dudley Furniture Location)

D

12 Months
Same as
Cash

910-592-5130
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(910) 592-8772

Where Sampson County Gets Engaged!

Wal-Mart Shopping Center, Clinton

F

Mon - Fri: 10:00am - 6:30pm
Sat: 10:00am - 6:00pm.
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Collynn Webster and Josh Finch look over travel bags from the Scout brand at Matthew’s Gifts.
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A pharmacist at Clinton Drug Company shows Collynn Webster and Josh Finch options for vitamins at
the store.

We want to get you
off to a Great Start!
Clinton
Appliance & Furniture Co.
401 Northwest Blve., Clinton, NC 28328 • 910-592-7077
www.clintonappliance.com

00754942
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Collynn Webster and Josh Finch look over furniture cover samples at Owens Home Furnishings.

Memories Are
Made At
Abbigail’s...

Collynn Webster and Josh Finch learn about grills at Parker Gas Co.

Kristy D. Carter|Sampson Independent

Abbigail’s
Bridal Registry & Fine Gifts

Enjoy A Wonderful Shopping Experience For All Of Life’s Special
Occasions At Sampson County’s Oldest “Go To” China Store.

...Your
“Happy Place”
To Shop
We Offer Exclusive
Lines For Today’s Bride!

Delivery and custom wrapping are available.

9

200 E. Main Street Clinton

www.abbigails.com | 910-249-4547
Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm
Sat: 9am - 5pm
Visit us on Facebook.com/abbigails.com
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High Cotton is the perfect place to find gifts for bridal party attendants. Collynn Webster and Josh Finch
look over the jewelry at the new business.

Party Perfect Rental is the best place in town to rent linens and decorations for a wedding. Collynn
Webster and Josh Finch look over color samples and decoration items.

Let

Royal Gift’s and Fine China
Help You Make This Journey Unforgettable

117 Wall Street | Clinton, NC 28328
910-590-2795

Kristy D. Carter|Sampson Independent

Collynn Webster and Josh Finch check out the Beautyrest line of mattresses at Furniture Frontier.
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Wedding rings are symbolic gestures of commitment
From Metro Services

Couples adhere to many traditions on their wedding days,
including the exchange of wedding rings. Wedding rings symbolize the union of two people
and their pledge to remain faithful to each other.
No one is exactly sure just
when the tradition of exchanging wedding rings originated,
but some say it can be traced
back to ancient Egypt, when
the oldest recorded exchange
of wedding rings was made.
Reeds growing along the Nile
were twisted and braided into
rings and given during betrothal
ceremonies. The round ring
symbolized eternity, and the
hole within the center meant
a gateway to things unknown.
Since reeds were not very
durable, soon ivory, leather and

bone were used to create wedding rings.
As new lands were explored
and territories expanded, traditions from one culture were
adopted and modified by other
cultures. The same is true with
wedding rings. According to
the Diamond Source, wedding
rings were adopted by Romans
and incorporated into Western
wedding ceremonies. RomansÕ
rings were highly decorated, and
some historians believe wedding
rings were given to represent
ownership over brides instead
of symbolizing love. These rings
were made of iron and called
“Anulus Pronubus,” or “Òbetrothal ring.”
Rings have been simplified
since those days and ultimately made of many materials.
Throughout history, wedding
rings were worn on various fin-

gers and even both hands,
whereas many married people
in Western cultures now wear
their wedding rings on the left
hand and on the fourth finger.
Romans once believed that this
finger contained a vein, called
the “ÒVena Amoris,” that ran
directly to the heart. Though
that is not true, the tradition has
prevailed.
Other legends say that, when
blessing a Christian marriage,
priests would bind the marriage
by saying, “In the name of the

Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit,” simultaneously touching
the ring to the recipient’s thumb,
index finger and middle finger,
before slipping it on the fourth
finger while saying, “Amen.”
Another theory on ring placement is that wedding rings are
worn on the ring finger because
that finger isn’t used as much as
the rest of the hand, ensuring
delicate ring materials won’t be
damaged.
Ross Simmons Jewelry states
that gold is still the most popu-

lar metal choice for wedding
rings, but couples are opting
for some other metals that
are more durable. Platinum is
popular not only because it is
long-wearing, but it also tends
to be the most expensive. It’s
also a dense metal and can feel
heavy in hand. Tungsten carbide
is another durable metal that has
grown in popularity in recent
years. These rings cannot be cut
and resoldered, which means it’s
important to size the rings correctly the first time. Titanium
is both lightweight and durable,
and it’s popular because it is
hypo-allergenic, making it practical for those with allergies to
other metals.
Wedding rings continue to
serve as symbols of a couple’s
vows and union. Much like
the marriage itself, they are
designed to last the test of time.

Summer is The Perfect Time For Grilling
The Most
Versatile
Cooking
Device Ever...
It’s a Grill, an
Oven, and a
Smoker!

Come Experience
The Bridal Treatment

Walk in’s
Welcome

We offer full hair & make up
services for
the bride & bridal party

Carolinas.fantasticsams.com

910-592-7267

1351G Sunset Ave., Clinton

Call today for a consultation with one of our professional stylist.

Feel Comfortable With Us

Nothing Cooks Like A Holland Grill.

NO
More Flareups
You Relax And Let Us Do The Work!

Quality. Performance. Durability.

Burners that Last...and Last
Built for a Lifetime

Cape Fear Classic Grill

www.parkergas.com
NEWTON GROVE CLINTON
214 McLamb Road 1504 Sunset Ave
(910) 594-0932 (910) 592-3942

FAYETTEVILLE
2785 Owen Drive
(910) 323-8283

SMITHFIELD
WILMINGTON
1308 S. Brightleaf Blvd. 7491-B Market St.
(919) 989-6189
(910)681-0901
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Clever takes on the
Modern trends
in wedding videography ‘something old, new,

borrowed, blue’ tradition

From Metro Services

A couple’s wedding day is often a whirlwind
for the bride- and groom-to-be. Happy couples
hope to remember every little detail, but that
can be difficult when so much is going on. That
is why many brides and grooms hire videographers to preserve the memories of their weddings.
Couples who fail to capture their ceremony
and reception on film may feel like they missed
out once their big day has come and gone. As
a result, a professional videographer can be a
wise investment.
Today’s wedding videos have come a long
way from their poorly produced predecessors.
Gone are the potentially cheesy soundbites and
elevator music. Many of today’s videos are artfully edited and highly cinematic productions
that could have couples wishing they were
viewing videos in theaters. The following are
some wedding video trends popular among
today’s couples.
• Brief clips and highlights: Few people want
to sit through their entire wedding day frameby-frame. Montages of key elements of the day
are much more popular than a chronological
unfolding of the ceremony and reception. Some
videographers like to show snippets of what’s
to come at the start of the wedding video, then
go into more extensive segments later on.
• Special filters or film: Filters and lighting
effects can give a wedding video an entirely
different feel. For example, filming in 8mm
can lend a grainy touch to the video and make
it seem ethereal or even part of a home movie
collection. However, few people want the stark
reality of a high-definition camera that highlights every flaw.
• Film chapters: Dividing segments of the
video into different chapters allows viewers to
fast forward to the parts they want to see and
pass those they can skip. This saves the hassle
of having to watch the video in its entirety.
• Cinematic styling: Instead of a stationary
camera on a tripod, this method of filming
incorporates different angles and close-up
shots to give the video a modern feel. It’s shot
more like a movie than a documentary, allowing viewers to feel as though they’re really
experiencing the event.

From Metro Services

• Artistic, indy feel: Film buffs may want a
wedding video that breaks the mold. Ask videographers to create something that would fit
in at the Sundance or Tribeca film festivals.
• Same-day editing: Want to revisit the
ceremony at your wedding reception? Some
videographers will edit portions of the ceremony and preparations for the big day in the
time between the ceremony and reception.
This gives all guests, including those who may
not have been able to make the ceremony, the
chance to view the nuptials.
• Unobtrusive technology: This trend relates
to the equipment used to capture wedding
memories rather than the actual finished product. No one wants their view of the ceremony
or reception to be marred by a big, bulky
camera. Smaller video cameras enable videographers to seamlessly blend in and perhaps capture shots that larger cameras could not.
Preserving wedding memories takes on new
meaning when couples explore the growing
trends in wedding videos.

Wedding day tokens of good
luck come in many forms, but
“the something old, something
new, something borrowed, something blue (a sixpence in your
shoe)” adage remains one of the
most popular luck-enhancing
wedding traditions. According
to the bridal resource The Knot,
this tradition stems from an
Olde English rhyme. Something
old represents continuity; something new is for optimism for
the future; something borrowed
stands for borrowed happiness;
and something blue is for purity,
love and fidelity. The sixpence
in your shoe is a wish for good
fortune and prosperity, but this is
not a tradition widely celebrated
outside of the United Kingdom
or British territories.
These traditions can add some
creative flair and personality to
wedding ceremonies. There’s no
end to the inventive combinations of items brides can carry to
increase their good fortunes.
Something old
Something old is one of the
easier mementos to obtain.
There is a good chance that
someone in the family is willing to pass an item down to the
bride that she can include in her
wedding wardrobe. It also can be
something the bride may have
in her own memory box. Beads
taken from a grandmother’s
dress or a swatch of fabric from
a beloved toy doll are creative
ideas that can be sewn into
inconspicuous places on gowns.
Something new
Brides already purchase

many new items for their wedding day looks, so “something
new” should not be too hard
to find. Couples may want to
work together to find something
new they can both carry so they
have a matching set upon tying
the knot. Interlocking charm
bracelets or keychains may work.
What about the groom carrying
a small padlock and the bride
the key? Quirky couples can each
wear one sock from a pair. Get
clever and have fun.
Something borrowed
Much like something old,
something borrowed is yet
another way to pay homage to a
friend or family member. It’s also
one way to add a sentimental
twist to everyday items. Borrow
a grandfather’s handkerchief to
wrap around the stems of the
wedding bouquet. Exchange
vows with the original rings used
by a distant relative at their own
wedding. Flatter a close friend by
wearing the same veil she did.
Something blue
There are many ways to incorporate “something blue” into
your wedding ceremony. Brides
can paint their toenails blue
or wear blue shoes under their
gowns. Sew a patch from a pair
of denim jeans into the bodice
of the dress. Paint the bottom of
your shoes bright blue so they
stand out when kneeling at the
altar. Blue sapphire or topaz jewelry can add an exotic look to the
wedding wardrobe.
With a little ingenuity, brides
can easily incorporate”something
old, something new, something
borrowed, something blue” into
their wedding ceremonies.
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Easy ways to trim wedding costs
From Metro Services

door wedding reception, you may even
be able to provide your own alcohol,
which can save considerable amounts of
money.
Couples also can trim reception costs
by choosing the least expensive meal
package. Packages often differ greatly in
price but are not always so different with
regard to their menus. If you find the
packages offered by your venue are similar, choose the least expensive option.

Couples planning their weddings
realize pretty quickly just how expensive weddings can be. Depending on
where couples tie the knot, the costs
can stretch into the tens of thousands
of dollars, leaving many young men and
women to scramble to find ways to trim
costs without trimming quality.
Many couples look for ways to cut
wedding costs, and couples facing that
very dilemma should know that there are
several ways to save money but still host
the wedding of their dreams.
Guest list
Guest lists can consume a significant
portion of couples’ wedding budgets.
When compiling the guest list, couples
should keep in mind that guests will
need save-the-date cards, invitations,
catered meals (including cocktail hour,
dinner and dessert), drinks, and gifts
(including hotel gift bags and wedding
favors). So the cost per guest will be
more than just the per person cost of the
meal couples negotiate with their caterer.
Couples who can pare their guests lists
down to just family and close friends
can save a substantial amount of money
without affecting their ceremonies.
Reception
A couple’s wedding reception also will
chew up a lot of their wedding budgets.
But there are ways to reduce the costs
of receptions, too. Couples planning on
having a morning wedding can shift their

Arrangements
Floral arrangements are a big and
potentially expensive part of many couples’ weddings. The bride needs her bouquet, as do her bridesmaids. In addition,
many couples decorate their ceremony
space with flowers, and of course reception table centerpieces typically include
flowers as well. When working with your
florist, request in-season flowers, which
will cost considerably less than exotic

receptions from the evening to the afternoon, when the cost per meal will be
considerably less. Afternoon receptions
also can be alcohol-free, saving couples
even more money. If a nighttime reception is a must-have, choose a limited cash
bar instead of an open bar. Limited cash
bars often provide guests with free beer
and house wine while guests who prefer
liquor or mixed drinks must pay for their
own libations. If you are planning an out-

The Ashford Inn
615 College St.
Clinton, NC 28328
(910) 596-0961

The Perfect Venue
Weddings, Receptions, Rehearsal Dinners, Bridal Luncheons,
Showers, Bridal Prep Parties, Photography

Please provide your own caterer.

flowers that are out of season. In addition, let your florist know your budget
and ask that he or she recommend flowers that wonÕt break the bank.
Gifts
While it’s become customary to
prepare gift bags for guests staying in
hotels, couples should not go overboard
with such gifts. Gift bags need not
include more than a snack, a bottle of
water and a homemade thank-you card.
Couples also should not break the bank
with regard to reception gifts, which
have also become a standard offering.
Keep such gifts simple and inexpensive,
even opting for homemade gifts if you
and your future spouse are skilled with
crafts.
Wedding costs can be eye-opening
for couples preparing to walk down the
aisle. Fortunately, there are many ways
to cut costs without cutting quality.

Betsy Edwards shows Collynn and Josh the large variety of carpet
and flooring samples available at Edwards Carpet.

EDWARDS CARPET
SALES AND
INSTALLATIONS
For All of Your Flooring Needs

596-4440

876 Faison Hwy, Hwy 403 - Clinton
Mon, Tues, Thurs & Fri - 9:00-5:30 • Wed & Sat - 9:00 - 1:00
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Destination wedding planning pointers
From Metro Services

tie the knot in a faraway land.

Destination weddings continue to be popular among couples tying the knot. In its annual Real Weddings Survey, multiplatform wedding resource The
Knot found that 24 percent of
the nearly 16,000 brides and
grooms who participated in the
survey and married just two
years ago had destination weddings, the second year in a row
nearly a quarter of all survey
respondents acknowledged
taking their vows away from
home.
Destination weddings often
benefit from picturesque landscapes and idyllic backdrops
during ceremonies and bridal
party photo sessions. But there
are some things couples should
consider before they decide to

Paperwork
Whether you’re getting married in your current country
of residence or overseas, you
must allow time for paperwork
to be processed. Wedding
license applications may not
be processed as quickly on a
remote island as they are in a
major American city, so be sure
to get a firm grasp of the application process and its timeline
before opting for a destination
wedding. In addition, some
countries may mandate that
personal documents, such as
birth certificates, be translated
into the official language of the
country where couples will be
tying the knot, and such translations typically must be conducted by approved translators.

Requirements
Some countries may allow
couples to tie the knot the
moment they step off their
planes, while others have residency requirements that can be
as long as several weeks. If your
budget is tight or your work
schedule is inflexible, then try
to find a country that does not
require you to spend several
weeks within its borders before
you can legally marry there.
Wedding planner
Many couples who choose
destination weddings ultimately
get married at a resort, and
such resorts typically have wedding planners or coordinators
who are well versed in local
laws and customs governing
wedding ceremonies. Such professionals can make it easier for

couples to navigate the sometimes complex laws regulating
destination weddings, and their
services are often included in
resort wedding packages. If no
such service is included in the
hotel package, consider hiring a
local wedding planner to make
the process go more smoothly.
Engagement period
Couples hoping to have a
destination wedding should
expect to have a longer engagement than those getting married closer to home. The longer
engagement period gives
guests more time to arrange for
travel and couples more time
to navigate the requirements
of getting married overseas.
When sending save-the-date
cards to guests, include brochures on the area where you

will be getting married so
guests can see what the area
has to offer.
Buy local
Many couples choose destination weddings because
they are attracted to the local
culture in a given place. When
planning your destination wedding, embrace this culture by
choosing local foods, flowers
and entertainment. Not only
will it make your big night
more unique and authentic, but
also buying local will save you
money and benefit the environment at the same time.
Destination weddings are
significant undertakings, but
couples can ease some of their
workloads by taking certain
steps to make the planning process go more smoothly.

Matthews Gifts

Bridal
Registry

Your Events Start Here!

Invitations ❤ Announcements ❤

Personalized Stationery ❤ Attendant &
Wedding Party Gifts ❤ Wedding Accessories

“I specialize in family, children,
and wedding portraiture, providing
custom wall art to cherish for
years to come. Scheduling Spring
Sessions now!”

910-990-6466

www.lauraharrisphotos.com

Matthews Gifts

352 N.E. Blvd. Clinton, NC

910-592-5100
matthewsgifts.com
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Did you know?
The timing of when a couple cuts the wedding cake
can have a specific meaning. Long ago, the cake was
usually cut at the very end of the reception and would
signal to the guests that it was the end of the festivities. Today, cutting the cake is an unspoken signal
that represents that the formal wedding is nearing
a close, and guests who would like to leave can do
so without worry of being rude. Many couples will
cut the cake right after dinner as a courtesy to older
guests who may want to get started on their trips
home. This affords them the chance to make an earlier exit, rather than staying through the dancing that
could extend into the wee hours of the night or missing the cake entirely. Cutting the cake mid-reception
also serves another practical purpose for couples who
are paying a photographer by the hour. Photographers typically go home after the cake-cutting, so a
mid-reception cutting can save couples a substantial
amount of money.

The Perfect Start...
Making your Wedding
an Affair to Remember!

Weddings
Receptions
Bridal Showers
Rehearsal Dinners
Family Gatherings
Anniversaries

Where Every Gathering is a Special Occasion
“We take pride in our unparalled service in
creating an elegant atmosphere.”

Party Perfect Rentals
1823 Reedsford Road | Clinton, NC 28328

910.592.5734

Visit us at www.partyperfectrentals.net

CLINTON DRUG COMPANY
Keeping Your Loved Ones Healthy

Dr. Melanie
Sessoms,
Pharmacist from
Clinton Drug
Company, explains
the benefits of the
Sync Program to
Collynn and Josh.

Dr. Melanie Sessoms,
Pharmacist from
Clinton Drug
Company, takes
Collynn’s blood
pressure while
Josh looks on.
307 Beaman St. | 592-8444

ClintonDrugCompany
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Factors to consider when hosting an outdoor wedding
From Metro Services

Many couples tie the knot outdoors,
as nature can provide an idyllic backdrop
on such a special day. In many ways,
planning outdoor weddings is similar to
planning weddings that take place with a
roof overhead and four walls surrounding
couples and their guests. But there are
some distinct features of both indoor and
outdoor weddings, and couples planning
the latter would be wise to consider the
following factors before they commit to a
location for their ceremony.
Laws
Laws dictate what can and cannot be
done in open spaces, and couples with
outdoor locations in mind should confirm local laws and regulations before
they commit to a location for their
wedding. Research which permits you
might need and if there are any rules or
restrictions at each location you are considering. The cost of such permits may

monitor the forecast as closely as possible and arrange for a tent to be erected
should rain start to fall. (Note: The cost
of such tents can be considerable, so
build this contingency into your budget.)
If the forecast is calling for chillier temperatures than you had hoped for, email
out-of-town guests a few days in advance
to remind them to dress warm.

is another factor to consider if you are
planning on hosting an outdoor wedding. A remote location might provide
stunning views and privacy, but guests
might tire if the ceremony location is far
from the hotel and/or reception venue.
This should not be too big an issue if
the ceremony and reception are held at
the same locale, but couples should still
look for nearby lodging before booking
remote outdoor locations.

be negligible, but the rules may restrict
what you can do in a given space and
how long you can do it. Discuss these
rules with each other to determine if the
rules are something both of you can live
with.
Location
Proximity to your reception venue
and the hotel where guests are staying

Weather
Weather is perhaps the biggest factor
couples must consider when planning
an outdoor wedding. Outdoor weddings
are best held during those seasons when
the threat of precipitation is insignificant
and temperatures are mild, but itÕs
still necessary to have a backup plan
just in case Mother Nature does not
want to cooperate. If possible, find an
outdoor location that provides access to
an indoor ceremony facility in case of
inclement weather. If that’s not possible,

Logistics
No matter how beautiful a backdrop
may be, photos of an outdoor ceremony
can be compromised. Couples, along
with their photographers, should visit
the site in the weeks before their weddings to determine arrangements for the
ceremony that will guarantee photos are
not compromised by sunlight or shade.
Facility managers can probably offer
advice as to the best places to hold the
ceremony and seat guests, but a runthrough at the location with your photographer in tow can help ensure your
photos come out perfect.
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